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What is going on in 
Canada?



2012 Copyright Reform
• Copyright Modernization Act (CMA)

– Expansion of fair dealing
– Format shifting (reproduction for private purposes)
– Time shifting
– Backup Copies
– Non-commercial User Generated Content
– Publicly Available Materials on the Internet
– Distance education
– Digital Inter-Library Loans
– Anti-circumvention rules (DMCA-style)
– Enabler provision
– ISP liability (notice-and-notice)
– Statutory damages

• Supreme Court Copyright Pentalogy
– user’s rights
– balance 
– fair dealing – research, private study
– Technological neutrality



2012-2019
• Fair Dealing cases

– York University v. Access Copyright
– Blacklock’s Reporter
– Vancouver Aquarium
– Room Full of Spoons

• Copyright cases
– SODRAC (tech neutrality)
– Keatley (crown copyright)
– Voltage (ISPs)

• Copyright Board reform
• Term Extension for sound recordings
• Notice-and-Notice Reform
• Marrakesh Treaty
• CPTPP



Myth #1





Reality









Myth #2





Reality





Myth #3





Reality





Myth #4





Reality



Three Trends



Copyright Collective 
Revenues Have Declined





Publisher Profit Margins 
Have Increased





Education Spending 
More on Licensing





How to Reconcile?



Fair dealing is a small part 
of the permission puzzle







Copying data is outdated





600 million copy claim 
relies on pre-2012 data



The Digital Shift







UBC Coursepack sales



Universities Canada







“A transactional license for two chapters of Oil: a 
Beginner’s Guide (2008) by Vaclav Smil for a class of 410 
students would cost the library $2,463 USD. An unlimited 
license for the eBook version is $29.90 USD, and the book 

would be available to all library users.

A transactional license for two chapters from the print book 
version of Negotiating a Vacant Lot: Studying the Visual in 

Canada (2014) by Lynda Jessop et al. for a class of 60 
students is $414 CAD, while an unlimited license for the 

eBook version is $150 USD.

University of Calgary



the University of Toronto said it paid more than $285,000 on 
transactional licences in the last academic year

Ryerson University said it spends more than $150,000 on 
transactional licences annually

the University of Guelph spent $100,000 on transactional licences in 
2017-18

Concordia University, which pays the Copibec collective licence (the 
Quebec equivalent of Access Copyright), still spends an additional 
$120,000 in transactional licensing costs

the University of Calgary spent $96,149 on transactional licences, of 
which $45,123 went toward materials in printed coursepacks and 
$51,026 for materials posted to a CMS.

UBC spent $113,409 on transactional licences for access and use of 
780 items



What does the Canadian 
experience teach?



Good policy is no guarantee



Fair dealing/use 
co-exists with licensing



Access + Reproduction > Access



Current evidence > Dated data
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